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Only after injury, or perhaps prolonged exposure to cold

that is sufficient to numb the fingers, do we suddenly

appreciate the complex neural mechanisms that

underlie our effortless dexterity in manipulating objects.

The nervous system is capable of adapting grip forces to

a wide range of object shapes, weights and frictional

properties, to provide optimal and secure handling in a

variety of potentially perturbing environments. The

dynamic interplay between sensory information and

motor commands provides the basis for this flexibility,

and recent studies supply somewhat unexpected evi-

dence of the essential role played by cutaneous feedback

in maintaining and acquiring predictive grip force

control. These examples also offer new insights into

the adaptive control of other voluntary movements.

It is probably fair to say that if finger movements were
controlled purely on the basis of sensory feedback, they
would be too slow and clumsy to be of much use. A child
struggling to tie his shoelaces illustrates our dependence
on feedback during the early stages of skill acquisition. As
Lashley pointed out many years ago, skilled musicians
perform finger movements that are too rapid to be
sequentially triggered through feedback [1]. Engineering
control theorists have long known that rapid adaptability
requires some means of anticipating changing conditions
rather than reacting to changes in the environment
through error-detecting feedback loops. Movement control
by the nervous system is shaped by sensory input that
enables motor commands to be adapted to the current
constraints of a task. This process has been studied
extensively in motor control neurophysiology by examin-
ing different forms of movement, from relatively immu-
table reflexes to highly variable voluntarymovements. For
all animals that are capable of voluntary movement,
coordinated motor activity results from a combination of
anticipatory and feedback control, and this integration
forms the basis of movement adaptability.

Sensory information from cutaneous, proprioceptive
and visual afferents is crucial for skilled grasping. The
size–weight illusion powerfully demonstrates the
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influence of visual cues in object manipulation: a small
object is consistently perceived to be heavier than a larger
object of the same weight due to an expected relationship
between size and weight. This perception of heaviness
initially influences grip force scaling [2]. As important as
vision is, it is of little help in determining the friction
against the fingers once the fingers have grasped an
object. Consequently, this review focuses on the contri-
bution of cutaneous afferents. It includes recent additional
evidence for the fundamental and complementary roles of
anticipation and feedback in the control of precision
grasping that underlies the rapid adaptation to different
objects in different environments. Cutaneous afferents are
proposed to have several functions in the acquisition,
maintenance and decay of anticipatory grip force modu-
lation that demonstrate their role in such adaptive
control. Although predictions are learned, continual
cutaneous input remains crucial for skilled object
manipulation.

Precision grip as an experimental model for skilled

movement control

The ability to grasp an object precisely between the thumb
and index finger enables humans and some other primates
to perform a wide range of complex and delicate hand
movements. Flexibility is an essential aspect of the
dexterous manipulation of small and delicate objects,
and the skilful use of tools extends the functions of the
hand still further. The biomechanical advantage of an
opposable thumb, combined with direct cortical control
and abundant sensory feedback, enable an amazing
diversity of hand movements. Lawrence and Kuypers [3]
demonstrated the importance of direct connections
between the cerebral cortex and the motoneurons of the
hand by showing that transection of the bulbar cortico-
spinal tract led to a loss of the ability to make relatively
independent finger movements. A combination of
anatomical, physiological and behavioural evidence
suggests that the motor cortex, and in particular the
cortex–motoneuron pathway, is essential for precise and
nimble object handling [4].

In addition to this strong cortical control, the glabrous
skin of the hand is densely innervated with specialized
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Figure 1. Feedforward and feedback contributions to precision grasping: neural correlates to functional output. (a) Skilled manipulation of objects depends on combined

predictive and reflexive control of grip force. (b) The load force on a hand-held object is determined by the weight of the object (mg) when held stationary. When the grasped

object is moved, additional loading is required to accelerate the object (ma). When loading is applied to an object, the grip force exerted at the fingertips must change during

lifting to prevent the object from slipping and to maintain a constant safety margin (i). Reflexive grip force is altered in response to perturbation (ii). (c) Behavioural,

neurological-impairment and electrophysiological studies enable examination of the underlying neural control of adaptive grip force control. Several brain areas are involved

in this control, with the cerebellum thought to be particularly important for the formation of grip force predictions [20]: when a grasped object is perturbed, single-cell

recordings from anterior interpositus nuclei in the cerebellum (inset) show both preparatory and reflexive firing [22]. Input to the somatosensory cortex from the motor cortex

before movement might be crucial in error signalling for development of new predictions [41], and lesion of the primary motor cortex leads to impairment of grip force

scaling but not timing [27]. Corticospinal tract development correlates with development of precision grasping [4], and when the afferent pathway is compromised,

magnitude scaling of grip force is impaired [32,33]. Cutaneous input from the receptors in the glabrous skin of the hand conveyed by the median nerve (as illustrated at the

bottom of this figure) is essential for learning anticipatory grip force and also for the maintenance of accurate predictive modulation.
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Box 1. Internal models of the motor system that explain

predictive grip force control

An important theoretical framework to explain the combination of

sensory and motor signals assumes the existence of internal models

of the motor system within the CNS.

When we plan an action, a transformation has to be made from

sensory signals of our desired endpoint to the motor commands that

will enable execution of the appropriate movement. Internal models

are representations that simulate these natural transformations

between sensory signals and motor commands during movement

and are thought to contribute to our ability to adapt an existing skill

to new environments.

A computational framework has been suggested and two main

groups of internal models in the CNS, known as forward and inverse

models, have been proposed [45]. The forward model represents the

transformation between motor commands and sensory signals

[46–48], and is the predictive model that captures the causal

relationship between actions and outcome, as signalled by an

efference copy of the motor command [49–51]. The inverse model

simulates the transformation from sensory signals to motor

commands, and therefore is essential as the controller of motor

output.

Forward models have been further divided into forward dynamic

models and forward sensory models, with forward dynamic models

predicting future body positions after a movement and forward

sensory models predicting future sensory feedback from a move-

ment. Forward predictive models of both the motor system and the

controlled object are thought to underlie our ability to perform

skilled object manipulation by enabling the anticipatory modulation

of grip force [20]. The adaptation of grip force prediction to novel

patterns of load force could reveal many important features of

forward models, and the role of cutaneous afferents in development

and maintenance of these predictions.
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cutaneous afferents that enable the adaptation of grip
forces to the weight and friction of manipulated objects
(Figure 1). Slowly and rapidly adapting type I afferents
have been implicated in the appreciation of texture and
the detection of slip, respectively [5]. These physiologically
characterized afferents are thought to originate from
Merkel cell complexes and Meissner corpuscles [6,7].
Recent evidence has suggested that Ruffini endings,
which were previously considered to be involved in the
detection of shear forces, are absent from the glabrous
skin of the hand in both monkeys and humans [8,9].
Instead, configurations of Merkel cells arranged in
elongated chain endings might account for the discharge
pattern described as slowly adapting type II [8].

Precision grip as model for predictive control

Prediction of the consequences of a motor command is a
key feature of volitional motor control [10]. An important
example of such prediction is the anticipatory increase
in grip force that occurs with self-initiated lifting of an
object [11]. This predictive grip force response can be
contrasted with a reflexive grip force modulation when
the loading increase is externally generated. However,
reflexive grip force modulations might be influenced by
cutaneous feedback in similar ways to predictive grip force
modulations [12].

In holding an object, grip force is only slightly greater
than the minimum needed to prevent slip, providing a
safety margin. When we move an object, the acceleration
increases the tangential load force on the fingers and a
parallel increase in grip force occurs with negligible delay
to maintain the safety margin and to prevent slip [13].
This predictive aspect of grip force occurs in both single
discrete and repetitive self-generated movements, made
in different directions and at different speeds. The
anticipatory modulation in grip force avoids the inevitable
feedback delays associated with reflexive adjustments to
changing sensory inputs. However, as will be described,
behavioural data from healthy volunteers and individuals
with neurological disorders show that continuous afferent
feedback remains crucial for precision grasping and
dexterous handling.

Movement control in altered dynamics

Prediction is central to acquiring new skills and adapting
existing skills to novel environments. Predictions of the
dynamics of manipulated objects are learned during
development. When manipulating objects, children show
an increasing ability with age to adjust grip force
correctly to the load in lifting an object, with the coupling
increasing towards adult values by 8 years of age [14].
The early variability in force production could reflect
continual adaptation to a system that is rapidly changing,
owing to, for example, increases in limb length and mass
during growth.

In adults, force fields that perturb movement have been
used to examine learning in the control of novel arm
dynamics [15]. An important recent study used perturbing
force fields to examine the learning of predictive grip force
control [16]. This study showed that the acquisition of
anticipatory grip-to-load force ratios preceded the
www.sciencedirect.com
acquisition of a normal arm movement trajectory. This
finding suggests a separation of prediction, as evidenced
by the grip force adjustments, from the control of the arm
trajectory, suggesting a divergence in the rates of learn-
ing. Furthermore, it supports the proposal that both
forward (for prediction) and inverse (for control) internal
models contribute to voluntary movement (Box 1).

When manipulating novel objects, the CNS adapts its
anticipatory grip force response to ensure predictions are
accurately tuned to the dynamics of the objects. Predicting
the consequences of actions on a novel object could be
restricted to actions that have previously been performed
on the object or, alternatively, predictive learning might
generalize to novel actions. To examine the specificity of
predictions about object dynamics, two experimental
objects were manipulated bi-manually under computer
control so that their dynamic properties could be altered
on a trial-by-trial basis [17]. This enabled novel dynamic
relationships between the objects and grip force control to
be examined. The results indicated that predictive learn-
ing of grip force occurred only locally to the shear force
directions signalled by sensory input experienced during
learning. The learning of local and adaptable predictions
in grip force control could underlie our ability to
manipulate objects with many different force directions
experienced at the fingertip. Additionally, this further
highlights the importance of cutaneous input in enabling
movements to be highly flexible in response to different
dynamic constraints. The magnitude scaling and the
timing of grip force predictions to object dynamics are
discussed in Box 2.
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Box 2. Timing and magnitude scaling

The key features of anticipatory grip force modulation are the accurate

prediction of the timing of the occurrence of the load force combined

with an appropriate magnitude scaling. This accuracy of both timing

and scaling of grip force modulation continues during motion-

dependent loading, supporting the presence of a forward predictive

model [52]. In cyclic movements, grip and load forces are modulated

simultaneously throughout [53]. The resulting oscillatory load force

function is matched by an oscillatory grip force function with a strong

cross-correlation between the two (Figure Ia). Transient loss of

cutaneous feedback during cyclic loading disrupts the scaling of

grip–load force coordination, although the timing or synchronization

of the forces is preserved [32] (Figure Ib). Similarly, after a change in

gravitational field, appropriate grip–load force timing remains, but

magnitude scaling requires several learning trials [54].

The behavioural dissociation between timing and amplitude of

anticipatory grip adjustments [32,55] points towards independent

control processes for the scaling of grip force and the accuracy of

timing, and implies that timing is controlled centrally but that

continuous cutaneous feedback is needed to regulate the force levels

themselves. This is supported by recent neural developmental

evidence [56].

Previous behavioural work has shown that new timing associ-

ations between grip and load forces can be learned with repeated

experience of a new timing [57]. Unlike the rapid adaptation

associated with manipulating objects with different weights or

frictional properties, appropriate scaling to the new timing

occurred slowly, requiring O50 trials before the initially reactive

grip force modulation became anticipatory of the new timing

association and grip force magnitude decreased in amplitude.

Afferent information must be crucial in driving such adaptation.

Therefore timing, in contrast to magnitude scaling, is a less easily

adaptable feature of the grip force response.
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Figure I. Coupling of grip force and load force during a cyclic movement. An object was oscillated for 30 s before (a) and after (b) digital anaesthesia. Upper panels show

the oscillating grip force (upper trace) and the load force (lower trace); lower panels show grip force (GF) against load force (LF). Cross-correlation (r) shows that the

temporal coupling remains between grip and load, but scaling of grip force magnitude is disrupted after anaesthesia.
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Neural basis for the predictive control of grip force

Neurological impairments, functional brain imaging and
single-cell recordings from behaving monkeys have all
contributed to our understanding of the neural organiz-
ation of grip forces during object manipulation. Compar-
ing hand function in healthy subjects with that in
neurologically impaired individuals suggests that the
predictive control of grip force is achieved by several
brain regions, such as the cerebellum, basal ganglia and
cerebral cortex [18,19]. However, the individual contri-
butions of these regions are difficult to determine because
of the many interconnections between them. A key feature
of grip force management during object manipulation is
anticipation, and the cerebellum has long been associated
with predictive control and internal models of the motor
www.sciencedirect.com
system [20]. Single-cell recordings in monkeys trained to
resist perturbations of a hand-held object have indicated
involvement of both the cerebellar cortex and inter-
positus nucleus in predictive grip force control [21,22].
Surprisingly, single-cell recordings in the primary motor
cortex, supplementary motor cortex, dorsal and ventral
premotor cortex, and cingulate motor area (CMA) have
so far failed to find any strong evidence of activity
related to the anticipation of a predictable perturbation
to the hand [23–25].

Studies of neurologically impaired individuals also
support the role of the cerebellum in the control of grip
forces, with clear deficits in predictive control after
cerebellar lesions evidenced by a lack of anticipatory
temporal modulation [26]. However, predictive motor
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learning probably involves many brain areas in addition to
the cerebellum, and future research will no doubt show
this. Deficits in grip force control in individuals with
cerebellar damage can be contrasted with deficits in
individuals with hemiparesis, where anticipatory grip
force control shows appropriate temporal modulation but
with reduced gain [27].

Cutaneous feedback is crucial in setting, maintaining

and adapting the control of grip force

If a hand-held object is very slippery, cutaneous afferents
will detect slip events related to low friction and instigate
not only a signal to increase grip force [28] but also a signal
to reduce the acceleration of the hand to muscles at the
shoulder and elbow [29]. It appears that feedback from
small regions of fingertip skin can influence not only the
muscles of prehension but also the muscles of the whole
arm. Moreover, when called upon, these same cutaneous
afferents can provide stabilizing feedback to reduce whole-
body sway [30,31]. It has been postulated that the nervous
system creates forward internal models of the arm and its
hand-held load, to explain how we anticipate changes of
inertia, friction and the centre of mass. Such anticipation
has an impact not only on the grip force requirement but
also on other muscles of the body (Box 1).

Cutaneous feedback can be eliminated by locally
anaesthetizing the fingers to study the capacity of an
acquired prediction of the inertial and frictional properties
of an object to compensate for the loss of cutaneous
sensation. With the fingers anaesthetized, grip force
control is disrupted despite prior experience with the
object; to date, there is no evidence of adaptation to this
loss of cutaneous information [32,33]. This functional
deterioration is probably due to an inability to predict the
direction of load forces on the skin and consequent failure
to adjust appropriately the opposition forces of the thumb
and index finger [33]. The failure to achieve appropriate
grip force modulation is compensated for by a substantial
increase in both dynamic and static grip forces, regardless
of the weight of the object lifted. Paradoxically, despite the
compensatory increase in applied grip force, anaesthetiz-
ing the index finger and thumb reduces the maximum
pinch force by O25% [32]. There is growing evidence to
suggest that cutaneous feedback provides an important
tonic excitatory drive to intrinsic hand muscles. Evoked
potentials in the first dorsal interosseus elicited by
transcranial magnetic stimulation are significantly
reduced after local anaesthesia of the median nerve. By
contrast, abductor minimi V, a muscle that is similarly
innervated by the ulnar nerve but not covered by
anaesthetized skin, is unaffected [34].

Taken together, these observations suggest that
cutaneous feedback not only assists what has been called
a ‘discrete event, sensory-driven control policy’ [35] but
also has an equally important role in setting and
maintaining the necessary tonic input required to main-
tain feedforward control [32,33].

Neural mechanism for processing cutaneous feedback

Individuals with only moderately impaired tactile sen-
sation caused by chronic median nerve compression at the
www.sciencedirect.com
wrist show no impairments in their ability to adapt the
force ratio to various frictional conditions and no impair-
ments in the skilful performance of precision tasks [36,37].
Even with severe abnormalities of median nerve conduc-
tion and discrete abnormalities of fingertip sensation, the
ability to regulate grip force timing and magnitude
might be conserved if some residual cutaneous feed-
back is present (Box 2). However, complete elimination
of cutaneous feedback by local digital anaesthesia pro-
duces severe deficits in the manipulation of objects with
familiar properties [33]. Individuals with polysensory
neuropathy, who have a complete loss of primary afferent
sensation, also show marked deficits in the control of grip
forces with little or no compensation over time [38,39],
reinforcing the conclusion that impairments of tactile
sensation must be more severe to degrade frictional
adaptation and impair the control of grip forces.

The role of sensory input in the control of grip force has
been clearly demonstrated by lesions and single-cell
recording studies of the somatosensory cortex (SI).
Temporary inactivation of the finger area of SI produces
uncoordinated grip and load forces, and an overall
increase in grip force [40]. The single cell activity in SI
has been examined during performance of a lift-and-hold
task in monkeys, where the majority of the receptive fields
in the hand area are cutaneous [41]. Rapidly adapting
cells showed brief increases in activity beginning at grip
onset, and slowly adapting cells had sustained activity
during the stationary holding phase of the task. Both cell
types responded vigorously to shear force perturbations
and slip on the fingers [42]. Many of these cells showed
activity increases before movement in the absence of
receptive field stimulation, suggesting that, in addition to
peripheral cutaneous input, these cells also receive strong
excitation from movement-related regions of the brain. It
is possible that these cells are tuned to the predictable
elements of lifting and have a role to play if the afferent
input unexpectedly departs from the normal pattern. Such
responses could form the basis for constructing a forward
model of object properties that would enable appropriate
scaling of motor output for familiar objects [41].

Concluding remarks

Feedback from cutaneous afferents is crucial for suc-
cessful feedforward control of hand–arm coordination.
Recent studies provide additional evidence from beha-
vioural, neurological impairment and electrophysiological
approaches for the important contribution of tonic, con-
tinuous cutaneous afferent feedback (Figure 1). These
studies demonstrate the interdependence of prediction
and feedback in anticipatory grip force control, and
provide a useful means of examining the role of afferent
information in forward predictive models. Undoubtedly,
feedback is essential for the acquisition of the internal
model but more recent evidence suggests that constant
uninterrupted feedback might also be necessary for
maintaining previously acquired forward models.

It remains to be determined how contributions from
proprioceptors and visual inputs are integrated with
cutaneous feedback during object manipulation and how
feedback information is integrated with prior predictions

http://www.sciencedirect.com


Box 3. Questions for future research

(i) Phasic information from cutaneous afferents has been shown to

contribute to a ‘discrete event, sensory-driven control policy’ [35]:

why is tonic input from cutaneous afferents also necessary for grip–

load force coordination?

(ii) Why does grip force drop rapidly as loading on an object

decreases? During a cyclic movement where loading on an object

rises and falls, grip force fluctuates in parallel. Grip force could be

maintained at the higher level, increasing the safety margin between

grip and load rather than through modulation of grip force. This

characteristic could be related to the control of slip to facilitate

knowledge of the dynamics of an object and so enhance skilled

manipulation.

(iii) Why is self-generation of loading not sufficient for prediction to

occur? In a bi-manual virtual object task, the loading between two

coupled objects had to simulate an object with normal physical

properties held between the hands for predictive modulation of grip

force to occur [58].
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in grip force control. Recent approaches to these problems
propose a probabilistic framework to understand how
sensory signals across different modalities are integrated
[43] and how prior predictions are included with current
sensory information for optimal motor commands to be
issued [44]; these statistical methods could also prove
useful in understanding grip force control.

The control of grip force during object manipulation
provides insights into the importance of sensory afferent
information that is applicable to the control of all
voluntary movements. However, several questions still
remain to be answered (Box 3).
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